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Price: ICME/CMF Member Price £450 pp plus VAT*
* Price includes attendance, drinks, lunches and Certificate

Non Member Price £550 pp plus VAT** 
** Price includes attendance, drinks, lunches and Certificate

Help with Fees: Foundry Training Trust grant support will be available† 
towards the cost of the course. A grant of £225 is available towards the 
fees for this course. Additional grant funding is also available towards the 
costs of travel and accommodation. Visit www.foundrytrainingtrust.uk to 
contact the Clerk of the Trust for details and for the application form. 

Who is it for?
Our practical 2-day Aspiring leaders and managers course 
is designed to support and develop the next generation of 
leaders and managers. Leadership and management is critical 
to the success of all organisations. Times have changed, with 
command-and-control leadership styles becoming less tenable or 
acceptable in a complex and digitally connected world. Successful 
leaders and managers are required to be agile, adaptable, have 
strong self-awareness and a good understanding of their impact 
upon others.

This course is a must for anybody who has been identified or has 
leadership aspirations in becoming a leader or manager within 
the business, including those who are brand new to a leadership 
or manager role. It is particularly relevant to professionals, 
technical staff and administrators who have recently taken on 
formal responsibility for leading and managing others. Some 
example topics covered during the course are;
•  Understand what great leadership looks like and how to apply 

that to yourself 
•  Know how to set an inspiring vision for you, your team or 

business  
•  Increase the probability of success when going beyond 

traditional SMART goals  
•  Managing staff who were your peers, and managing the experts
•  Know how to improve performance by aligning actions to strategy  
•  Understanding your leadership and behavioural style and the 

impact it has on others
•  Leadership skills to help your team become motivated 
•  How to give effective praise & feedback that works  
•  What mistakes to avoid making when moving into a leadership 

position

What will you learn?
•  Develop an understanding of your preferred leadership style
•  Recognise how to adapt and modify your behaviour to lead 

effectively
•  Be able to assess the impact your behaviour and actions have 

on others 
•  Gain knowledge, skills, behaviours and confidence to lead and 

manage a team
•  Understand the importance of communication and how to adjust 

your communication style for maximum impact
•  Be able to understand how to improve performance through 

SMART targeting

What impact will it have?
•  Increase and aid succession planning
•  Help prepare prospective leaders and managers to make the 

transition from ‘work mate’ to leader
•  Increasing effective communication to in turn support successful 

performance
•  Assess and understand the need of self-awareness and the 

impact this has on others 
•  Maintain or even increase productivity, morale, and efficiency 
•  Reduce the time needed to support new leaders and managers
•  Develop leadership skills within an established team to 

successfully overcome challenges


